
At the end of his introduction, Bradley writes
that “this book aims to make its own contribu-
tion to custom’s future” (p. 10). Given the timing
of its publication, the credentials of its chapter
authors, and the useful empirical data and
insightful analysis it contains, Bradley’s book
will undoubtedly influence the content of the
ILC’s exposition on the formation and content
of CIL, as well as serve as the touchstone for
the continuing contemporary debate on this sub-
ject. Without overstatement, I can recommend
Custom’s Future as essential reading for anyone
practicing or writing in the field of international
law.

MICHAEL P. SCHARF

Case Western Reserve University School of Law

The Puzzle of Peace: The Evolution of Peace in the
International System. By Gary Goertz, Paul F.
Diehl, and Alexandru Balas. Oxford,
New York: Oxford University Press, 2016.
Pp. vii, 225. Index. $27.95.
doi:10.1017/ajil.2016.11

Despite the tragic violence we bear witness to
in the world—from the Syrian civil war, to the
renewed threat of genocide in South Sudan, to
armed conflict in Afghanistan—war is less com-
mon today than it has been for much of human
history. Scholars have provided convincing data
that tracks the decline of war over the past several
decades.1 When wars do occur, they are less
deadly; fewer people die on the battlefield.2

These and related statistics are often heralded as
grounds for arguing that our world has entered a
new, more peaceful era.3 The logic for such is
binary: if war is declining, then peace must be

increasing. But this logic has remained largely
untested and unproven, until now.

The Puzzle of Peace: The Evolution of Peace in
the International System takes the critical dis-
course on war to new theoretical and methodo-
logical grounds. The book audaciously, yet
convincingly, argues that the world is, indeed,
becoming more peaceful. Even to assert such a
claim, the book has to conceptualize, for the
first time, how to study peace as a positive phe-
nomenon and not just as the absence of war.
Through this “not-war” framework, the authors
explain that “[p]eace does not just happen; it is
created by the actions of states and other impor-
tant political players” (p. 225). The authors then
provide the first comprehensive data set of factors
that give rise to peace in the international system.
To do so, they trace the evolution of peace from
1900–2006 by studying data about the stability
of relationships between nations on a scale of
peace, ranging from security community to
severe rivalry. Through this novel tracing of the
evolution of peace in the international system,
they establish an empirical case that “[t]he inter-
national system has become significantly more
peaceful over time” (p. 70).

Written by three political scientists, all noted
experts and authors on international conflict,The
Puzzle of Peace breaks new ground in the study of
war and peace.4 In chapter 3, the authors present
their argument that “[t]he world is much more
peaceful in 2006 than in 1946 or 1900 when
there was little or no positive peace” (p. 70).
They convincingly articulate that the rise of
peacefulness between states is linked to the
decline of conflict over territorial issues. This is,
in part, because there is less territory to fight over
in the post-World War II world, and they find

1 JOSHUA GOLDSTEIN, WINNING THE WAR ON WAR:
THE DECLINE OF ARMED CONFLICT WORLDWIDE

(2011).
2 See Uppsala Conflict Data Program (2014), at

http://ucdp.uu.se (providing data sets on the number
of conflicts 1975–2015, number of deaths per conflict
1989–2015, and more).

3 STEVEN PINKER, THE BETTER ANGELS OF OUR

NATURE: WHY VIOLENCE HAS DECLINED xxi (2011)
(“[V]iolence has declined over long stretches of time,
and today we may be living in the most peaceable era
in our species’ existence.”).

4 Gary Goetz is a professor of political science and
peace studies at the Kroc Institute for International
Peace Studies at the University of Notre Dame who
has previously written about international norms and
other causes of peace. Paul F. Diehl is the Ashbel
Smith Professor of Political Science at the University
of Texas at Dallas. He directed the Correlates of War
Project providing the largest global data collection on
international conflict. Alexandru Balas is the Director
at the Clark Center for International Education and an
Assistant Professor at the State University of New York
at Cortland.
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that “World War II constitutes the tipping point
in the international system’s movement toward
more peace . . . .” (p. 8). They situate this
claim amidst the work of others discussing the
decline of war. They argue, for example, that
Steven Pinker’s basis for explaining the decline
in violence in his book The Better Angels of Our
Nature: Why Violence Has Declined 5 is “overde-
termined” because he “offers far more explana-
tions than might be necessary for his
observations” (p. 74). They critique Joshua
Goldstein’s argument set forth in his book
Winning the War on War: The Decline of Armed
Conflict Worldwide6 for its lack of depth by argu-
ing that Goldstein’s identification of the United
Nations and its peacekeeping missions as the
main factor explaining the decline of war “ignores
that the organization only takes action . . . after
the outbreak of significant violence” (p. 74,
emphasis in original). They are skeptical about
neorealist claims (e.g., Bradley Thayer,
“Humans, Not Angels: Reasons to Doubt the
Decline ofWar Thesis”) that attribute the decline
of war to European and/or U.S. hegemony on the
grounds that improvements in peaceful relations
among states are not “confined to Europe”
(p. 75).7 Beyond these critiques of the prevailing
views about the decline of war, the authors artic-
ulate important bases for why scholars should
turn their investigations to peace as a positive
occurrence. In doing so, the authors not only
issue a call for a new discourse on peace, they
also provide empirical and theoretical tools for
doing so.

The book could end there. Its empirical find-
ings would, in and of themselves, make an origi-
nal and significant contribution to the field of
peace studies. Instead, the authors go on to
posit why the rise of peace that they observe in
the international system is occurring. It is this
endeavor that will likely be of the most interest
to international legal scholars.

In this vein, the bulk of the book’s explanatory
work takes place in part II, chapters 5–9, where
the historical evolution of three norms essential
for understanding the rise of peace and the devel-
opment of positive relationships between nations
are identified and discussed. Chapter 5 examines
the way that the international system has
strengthened states’ normative commitments to
the principle of territorial integrity since 1945.
The argument is that the post-World War II
international system—through its institutions
and its norms—has “produced stable territorial
boundaries, and the resulting stable boundaries
have produced a more peaceful international sys-
tem” (p. 99). The authors believe that the
increase of positive peace in the international sys-
tem is linked to what they call the “life cycle of
territorial management norms” (p. 100), divided
into three phases where the norm emerges,
spreads, and becomes established and uncon-
tested by most states. The norm against military
conquest, for example, emerged after World War
I but was not firmly established until after World
War II, in part due to increased state commit-
ments to enforcing violations of the norm
through the U.N. Security Council and the
International Court of Justice (ICJ).8

Chapter 6 concerns threats to global peace
arising from the creation of new states. It argues
that there is a norm against secession that helps
reinforce the norm of territorial integrity and sta-
ble boundaries that are so essential to maintain-
ing peace. The legitimacy of a new state or
government is connected to the peacefulness of
the transfer of power. The chapter presents the
empirical record for both secession and decoloni-
zation and integrates the relevant data into its
theoretical findings. For example, since World
War II, the success rate of secession movements

5 PINKER, supra note 3.
6 GOLDSTEIN, supra note 1.
7 Bradley A. Thayer,Humans, Not Angels: Reasons to

Doubt the Decline of War Thesis, 15 INT’L STUD. REV.
405–11 (2013).

8 See, e.g., S.C. Res. 252 (May 21, 1968)
(“Reaffirming that acquisition of territory by military
conquest is inadmissible . . . .”); S.C. Res. 660 (Aug.
2, 1990) (“Alarmed by the invasion of Kuwait on 2
August 1990 by the military forces of Iraq,
Determining that there exists a breach of international
peace and security . . . .”); Case Concerning the
Military and Paramilitary Activities in and Against
Nicaragua (Nicar. v. U.S.), Judgment, 1986 ICJ
Rep. 14 (June 27).
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has declined to 2 percent (as compared with 12
percent from 1900–1945, and 7 percent from
1816–1899).9 The authors link this data to the
power of the international norm against secession
enforced by the need for any new state to receive
substantial recognition by the international com-
munity of states. Palestine, Northern Cyprus,
and South Ossetia are de facto governments
that have yet to achieve statehood status due to
such nonrecognition (p. 130). The norm’s ability
to constrain secessionist movements is even more
striking when we consider another data point
provided by the authors—that such moments
have dramatically increased since 1945. The
story of secession told by the authors provides a
new perspective on an important tension in the
international system—more people seek the for-
mation of new states, while the international
community as a whole remains interested in lim-
iting the number of new states. The authors con-
vincingly argue that the latter view is in the best
interest of promoting peace overall: new states are
bad for international peace.

Chapters 7 and 8 explore how the interna-
tional system manages territorial conflict when
it does occur. The authors articulate how the
norm of uti possidetis (“as you possess”), which
they define as “an international territorial norm
that helps choose boundaries and is designed to
promote border stability in the future”
(p. 138), has worked to prevent armed conflict
between nations over territory and border delim-
itations. They argue that prior to 1955, the norm
was not yet firmly established. They then offer
empirical support that states undergoing seces-
sions followed the norm (by using prior boun-
dary delimitations) in 59 percent of the cases as
compared to 100 percent compliance with the
boundary norm between 1955–2000.10

Chapter 8 connects the operationalization of

this norm to the increasing institutional capacity
for pacific forms of conflict management, focus-
ing primarily on mediation and, secondarily, on
adjudication and arbitration at international
courts and tribunals.11 It describes how the com-
plexity of each and every context implicates the
function of any conflict management process.
“Friendly states go to courts because they trust
the system as well as each other” (p. 174, emphasis
in original).

Chapter 9 describes how the international
legal approaches to managing maritime boundar-
ies and sea resources play a role in establishing
peaceful relations between nations. Here, the
authors describe and analyze how the post-
World War II maritime regime established by
treaties such as the Geneva Conventions on the
Law of the Sea and the United Nations
Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)
have set forth new norms that promote peace.
They claim that the establishment of “clear and
widely accepted rules over territory can reduce
state disagreements” (p. 191). Their study of
the rate of maritime claims between 1900–
2001 generally supports their idea: as interna-
tional maritime norms became more established
through the development of institutions like
UNCLOS, maritime claims have been resolved
primarily through diplomatic and judicial dis-
pute resolution rather than militarized conflict.12

The data and analysis in both chapters 8 and 9
support the authors’ theory that the establish-
ment of international legal institutions is good
for peaceful relations among states because
those regimes are more likely to resolve the dis-
putes that arise within them.

This evidence-driven analysis provided in part
II is important for international legal scholars
because it shows how factors that we investigate
are empirically linked to the rise and fall of peace

9 See Figure 6.1 (p. 127) (The annual number of
secession movements greatly increased after World
War II. From 1946–2011, there were 1555 move-
ments as compared to 162 and 154, respectively, for
the prior periods.).

10 See Table 7.1, Uti Possidetis in Secessions and
Militarized Transfers, 1900–2000 (p. 148). The
authors rely on the Cater and Geomans data sets
(2011 and 2014).

11 The authors focus on mediation because it is bet-
ter suited for conflicts involving violence and armed
force.

12 See Table 9.1, Maritime Claims in Relationships
Over Time, 1900–2001: Western Europe and Latin
America (p. 191); Table 9.2, How Maritime Claims
End, By Conflict Management Approach and Over
Time, 1946–2001: Western Europe and Latin America
(p. 196).
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in the international system. Norms, and the insti-
tutions that support them (e.g., affirmative coop-
eration through institutional frameworks, and
alliances formed through regional treaties), are
all empirically linked to the rise of peace. By pro-
viding data that connects international peace
with international law, The Puzzle of Peace also
exposes the need for more scholarly engagement
by international legal scholars regarding peace.

This call for international legal scholars to con-
sider closely empirical data from political science
is not reciprocated in the book’s own level of
engagement with international law. Readers will
not find a deep or sustained attention to interna-
tional legal discourse in The Puzzle of Peace.
Although the book relies on the power of interna-
tional norms to explain its theory about the rise of
peace, it does not engage with international legal
scholarship surrounding the reason for such
norms. In this way, the book’s findings implicate
international law without addressing it.

On the one hand, it is clearly not the authors’
intention to do so. Descriptively, they assume an
international relations view, stating, for example,
“from our perspective, the differences between
international law, international institutions, and
international norms are minor” (p. 102). The
authors also state that “[a]ll approaches to inter-
national institutions, norms, and law agree that
they function to regulate behavior” (p. 103).
This clarity provides the reader with a straightfor-
ward account of the authors’ assumptions as
aligned with their core field of expertise. The
authors clearly delimit the scope of their project,
albeit buried on page 101. As stated there, the
aim is to explain the development of norms and
their impact on state behavior, but it is “beyond
the scope of this work to explain why each of the
norms arose” (p. 101, emphasis in original).

Accepting this caveat, the book would have
done well to engage in a more thorough study
of the origins of such norms given how heavily
the study relies on the work the authors believe
international norms do to ensure peace in the
international system. The book’s central explan-
atory thesis rests on the power of norms in shap-
ing peaceful state behavior and describes a set of
norms that will be quite familiar to international

legal scholars (although sometimes by different
lexicology): the norm against territorial conquest;
the norm promoting pacific resolution of interna-
tional disputes and conflict; and norms against
violent secessions that lead to civil wars. The
book stops there when further engagement with
international law would have deepened the
book’s impact immensely. Two such examples
follow.

First, in discussing how the norm against ter-
ritorial conquest promotes peace, the book refer-
ences the “GrotianMoment” in international law
regarding the rapid shift from World War I
onward concerning norms suppressing territorial
conquest, notably the norm of nonrecognition of
territory acquired illegally through aggression.
The book aims to trace the development of that
norm through the historical arrival of legal doc-
trines—such as the Stimson Doctrine of
193213 and, ultimately, Article 2.4 of the UN
Charter14—without engaging questions about
why these doctrines and norms emerged
(pp. 109–11). Even though the authors are
clear about their avoidance of such matters, the
why and the how of international norms are
not so easily disconnected. When nations met
to negotiate the Covenant for the League of
Nations, they furthered their commitment to
the principle of nonrecognition in the drafting
of Article 10, in part because of a continuous
practice and commitment by important states
to doing so since the idea first gained ground in
the late 1800s.15 In other words, the rationale for
past practices strengthened the basis for future
state practice as states recognized the collective
benefits of following the norm. One can trace a
similar development path for the emerging

13 1 U.S. DEP’T OF STATE, PAPERS RELATING TO THE

FOREIGN RELATIONS OF THE UNITED STATES, JAPAN:
1931–1941, at 76 (1943).

14 UN Charter Art. 2.4 (“All Members shall refrain
in their international relations from the threat or use of
force against the territorial integrity or political inde-
pendence of any state, or in any other manner incon-
sistent with the Purposes of the United Nations.”).

15 IAN BROWNLIE, INTERNATIONAL LAW AND THE USE

OF FORCE BY STATES 410–18 (1963) (citing Finland’s
recognition that Article 10 “implies a further obliga-
tion” than before).
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international legal norm of the “responsibility to
protect,” which first emerged as a doctrine in
2001, before being recognized as an international
legal principle by many nations in 2005.16

Understanding why states are more likely to sub-
scribe to, adopt, legalize, and accept enforcement
for new normative obligations seems important
to the story the book tells about peace. The
authors could have, for example, cited more
extensive legal analysis about the historical devel-
opment of the principle of nonrecognition, with-
out having to derail their own thesis.17

A second example of where deeper engage-
ment with international law scholarship would
have been beneficial concerns the book’s treat-
ment of uti possidetis.18 The authors introduce
the concept of uti possidetis in a scant two pages
in chapter 7 before exploring its development
and empirical support that nations comply with
it. In other words, they do what they claim to do:
explore the how but not the why. But they later
conclude that conflict management and dispute
resolution reinforce the principle of uti possidetis
as “[g]overnments often know what is likely to
happen if they agree to go to international courts,
because courts such as the ICJ use uti possidetis in
making their decisions” (p. 139).19 The book

relies on the International Court of Justice’s deci-
sion in Qatar v. Bahrain, regarding a territorial
dispute over the Hawar Islands and other land
in the Persian Gulf, as support for their claims
of the ICJ “mostly reaffirming the status quo
(essentially uti possidetis)” (p. 177).20

Yet close attention to the Court’s pleadings
reveals that such a conclusion is not quite right.
The ICJ did not rule on the applicability of the
principle of uti possidetis in this case; instead,
the Court based its determination that sover-
eignty over the Hawar Islands belonged to
Bahrain on the grounds of an earlier 1939
British decision.21 Furthermore, the Court’s
decision not to engage the principle of uti posside-
tis juris was of grave concern for some of the
judges, as witnessed by the many declarations,
separate opinions, and dissenting opinions in
this case.22 Such sources of information also pro-
vide further guidance about what the principle
means, to both courts and states. For example,
Judge Vereshchetin explains the Court’s earlier
understanding of the principle as stated in the
1986 decision in the Frontier Dispute case (“[I]
ts primary aim [is] securing respect for the terri-
torial boundaries at the moment when

16 INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON INTERVENTION

AND STATE SOVEREIGNTY, THE RESPONSIBILITY TO

PROTECT 49, para. 6.12 (2001); see also G.A. Res.
60/1, 2005 World Summit Outcome, para. 138
(Sept. 16, 2005) (establishing widespread state support
for the principle of R2P); S.C. Res. 1674, para. 4 (Apr.
28, 2006); U.N. Secretary-General, Implementing the
Responsibility to Protect, paras. 8–9, U.N.Doc. A/63/
677 (Jan. 12, 2009).

17 See, e.g., HERSCH LAUTERPACHT, RECOGNITION IN

INTERNATIONAL LAW 413 (1947) (“The meaning of
non-recognition is based on two assumptions. . . .
The first is that illegal acts cannot produce legal results
beneficial to the wrongdoer.”); BROWNLIE, supra note
15, at 410–18 (providing a thorough history of the
genesis of the principle).

18 Specifically, the authors claim that there is a norm
of state behavior being consistent in its use of uti pos-
sidetis and that “all evidence suggests that it has led to a
reduction in international militarized conflict”
(p. 150).

19 Uti possidetis (Latin for “as you possess”) “man-
dates that preexisting administrative boundaries
should be used as the new international boundaries”
(p. 138).

20 Maritime Delimitation and Territorial Questions
Between Qatar and Bahrain (Qatar v. Bahrain),
Application, 1991 ICJ 8 (July 8) (noting that both
nations claimed sovereignty over the Hawar Islands,
which were subject to potential oil resources). The
nations had previously attempted to resolve the dispute
through arbitration and later mediation by the
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Id. at 10.

21 Case Concerning Maritime Delimitation and
Territorial Questions Between Qatar and Bahrain
(Qatar v. Bahrain), Judgment, 2001 ICJ Rep. 40,
85, paras. 147–48 (Mar. 16).

22 Id., Joint Diss. Op. Bedjaoui, J., Ranjeva, J. &
Koroma, J. 145, 163, para. 51 (“It is not clear that
this ‘Bahraini formula’ (which, as its name suggests,
had been proposed by Bahrain) can and must be
regarded as an invitation to the Court not to take
any account of the principle of uti possidetis juris and
thus to submit the British decision of 1939 to whatever
examination, criticism, or even sanction that it might
merit? Thus, it seems to us that whereas the principle of
uti possidetis juris could tie our hands and oblige us
purely and simply to confirm the 1939 decision, the
Bahraini formula on the contrary fully relieved us of
that obligation and invited us freely to examine that
decision.”).
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independence is achieved.”).23 Where territorial
disputes arise from new states or new govern-
ments, the principle holds that sovereignty
should be determined on the basis of continuing
to possess the territory and property that the for-
mer sovereign possessed, unless otherwise pro-
vided via state consent in a treaty. Judge
Kooijmans devotes three pages of his separate
opinion to the meaning and applicability of uti
possidetis, and reminds the Court of the previous
view taken in the Frontier Dispute case that it is a
“general principle logically connected with the
phenomenon of obtaining independence.”24

He then explains that it applies where a noninter-
national boundary changes into an international
boundary, not when an international boundary
changes into an international boundary, as was
the case in Qatar v. Bahrain.25

What does information like this do for the case
that uti possidetis is a confirmed international
norm? The book does not ask or answer that
question, as it explicitly avoids discussion about
why the norm arose. A more thorough analysis
of the legal jurisprudence yields important infor-
mation for understanding why the principle of
uti possidetis juris has normative effect on state
behavior. We can best appreciate state compli-
ance with the practice of using preexisting
boundaries to establish new ones (p. 138) when
we understand why they do so. This is one way
international norms become established. It is
this type of legal history that helps explain why
certain norms—in this case, the norm against ter-
ritorial conquest and the norm for pacific resolu-
tion of disputes—have endured. A deeper
engagement with international legal discourse
on why norms develop would have made this
book’s compelling case stronger and the story
the book aims to tell more impactful.

These critiques aside, readers can expect to
find in The Puzzle of Peace a clear thesis and con-
vincing evidence that our international system is

becoming more peaceful over time. Many of the
reasons why this seems to be happening involve
factors that concern international law, such as:
alliances; power; geography; institutional frame-
works; and international norms. These factors
matter, although precisely how they matter is a
question the book frames but never aims to
answer. “In short, all causal relationships are up
for grabs in the study of positive peace”
(p. 216). Each chapter presents its arguments fol-
lowed by empirical support and concludes with a
concise summary of the chapter’s central conclu-
sions. The authors integrate their three views into
a text that reads seamlessly as one voice. The
reader should be aware that some of the book’s
most essential contributions are found in the
afterword, a section many might be inclined to
skip. Here, it seems, the authors open up their
most insightful and passionate views about the
project and provide direct lessons that would be
of use to policymakers and practitioners alike.
Key among such insights are the following:

• “[T]he movement to positive peace is rarely
between isolated pairs of states; rather, it is
usually regional” (p. 218);

• “Although global institutions, such as theUN
or the Security Council, can assist in the pro-
cess of establishing positive peace from time
to time, the core must remain regional coop-
eration” (pp. 219–20);

• “International peace is connected to . . .
domestic peace” (p. 221); and

• “As one moves from a focus on war and
rivalry to peace, the research agenda shifts
accordingly” (p. 223).

The authors also make an important and
timely critique. They take direct aim at the pre-
vailing scholarly preoccupation with war and the
failure to study peace with any depth or detail.
The topic of peace was, at one time, of interest
to legal scholars, particularly immediately follow-
ing World War II.26 Today, peace remains a
topic of interest in scholarly disciplines outside23 Id., Dec. Vereschetin, J. 217, para. 1 (quoting

Frontier Dispute (Burk. Fas. v. Mali), Judgment,
1986 ICJ Rep. 554, 566 (Dec. 22)).

24 Id., Sep. Op. Kooijmans, J. 231, para. 21 (citing
Burk. Fas. v. Mali, 1986 ICJ Rep. at 565).

25 Id. at 231, para. 20.

26 See, e.g., HANS KELSEN, PEACE THROUGH LAW

(1944); Wilhelm Kewenig, The Contribution of
International Law to Peace Research, 10 J. PEACE RES.
227 (1973).
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of law.27 But contemporary legal scholars have
written little about peace. The Puzzle of Peace
rightly asks the question: why are scholars,
including those in the field of international law,
so fascinated with the study of war and its absence
but generally uninterested in the study of peace?
For those that would resist this viewpoint, they
only need look at the dearth of international
legal scholarship in recent decades that directly
analyzes peace and its promotion. Perhaps this
is because, in part, legal scholars face the very
challenge this book addresses—namely, the
absence of a common conceptualization of what
peace is and how it should be studied. In this way,
the book provides a valuable tool for the few
international legal scholars currently engaging
in, and those willing to consider, the important
questions about the role law should play in pro-
moting peace in the future.28

The rich descriptive content, important meth-
odological roadmap, original data, and apt cri-
tique make The Puzzle of Peace a new classic in
the study of international peace and security. As
such, it should be considered required reading for
the community of international legal scholars and
practitioners. It reanimates the need for law to
engage with peace and provides tools for doing
so. It captures the conceptual framework for
understanding the importance of international
norms, and with them, international law in the
pursuance of international peace. Most impor-
tantly, it reanimates an essential insight familiar
to past generations, but now largely forgotten:
“Peace is a relationship, while war is an event”
(p. 4, emphasis in original).

ANNA SPAIN BRADLEY

University of Colorado Law School

International Environmental Law and
Governance. Edited by Malgosia Fitzmaurice
and Duncan French. Leiden, Boston: Brill
Nijhoff, 2015. Pp. 159. Index. $141, €109.
doi:10.1017/ajil.2016.12

International Environmental Law and Governance
examines a hitherto underexplored, yet increas-
ingly important, area of international environ-
ment law—the role of Conferences of Parties
(COPs) in the governance of environmental trea-
ties.1 While international human rights treaties
have established “committees,” which are

27 JOHAN GALTUNG, PEACE BY PEACEFUL MEANS:
PEACE AND CONFLICT, DEVELOPMENT AND

CIVILIZATION 2 (1996) (explaining the concept of pos-
itive peace, a concept that Galtung is credited for intro-
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